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About This Content

Play 2 pre-constructed decks, Dark Mist Deck and Evilswarm Deck. Includes additional duels in Yu-Gi-Oh! ZEXAL Campaign
and Challenge Mode.
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Title: Yu-Gi-Oh! ZEXAL Dark Mist Saga
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Other Ocean Interactive
Publisher:
Konami Digital Entertainment, Inc.
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: 2.5GHz CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB DirectX 11.0 compatible video card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11.0 compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German
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i have a lot of trubbel getting the game to work ether it wont lanunch or of it will launch its launces in a window thats like 0,5
cm wide so you cant se anything at all. I played this game at my freind's computer and decided to get it for myself
If you like tycoon games get it, at least to support the developers this game in the right path to become a really great tycoon
game.
Yes it's still in early access but it has plenty of gameplay and based on the announcments the developer seems to be working to
add more and more features. I also cheked out the developers twitter account and they recintly posted an update on a new UI
which looks amazing.
Also a really great thing is that the developers are very resposive. I messaged them through email and I got a response in less
than 12 hours that's really cool from them.
I'm really exited to see where this game is going.. I LOVE THIS SO MUCH.

This type of VNs are really good for the heart. 'Cause it heals brah!
I love everything about this VN, albeit I wish it was more longer.

Hey devs, I don't mind spending more than $40 for a VN, just please make it longer. I know there's some asthetic in short story-
like VNs, but this Fox Hime franchise, I think, could push more than 4 hours of playthrough.

Add more characters, rivals, events so we can see some kind of development.

Great game! Would definitely buy if ever an another Fox Hime will be released.

Fox Hime Zero - 8.2/10. Unfortunately this is not very good. Firstly I found it difficult to find people to play online. Secondly,
after finding someone to play the game constantly errors with 'game slot already in use'. This error is across multiple machines
and therefore I cannot play online. Support have been absolutely awful. Playing the computer even on the hardest setting isn't
much of a challenge as the AI (if you can call it that) is pretty stupid. It also crashes if I try to 'undo' a move. All in all this is
about as bad as it gets.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665u choppa. Complete and utter Square Enix failure!
Horrible game, total waste of time and money.. Whenever I play this game - I realize that I'm still as much of an edgy nerd that
wishes that he was a cool badass G0TH vampire as ten years ago. Great game if you enjoy CCG's or TCG's like Magic,
Hearthstone, Pokemon, Hex, etc. Free to play is very fair and access to competitive decks should take less than 10 hours of
gameplay.. Woth it, best waifu 10/10
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Nice idea and story is intriguing. Unfortunately game play involves randomly hunting around for resources in a difficult to
control drone. I dislike searching games so I've stopped playing..
1. Impressions
---

Hello, Charlotte.
Too bad your Creator won't believe in you. Depression shouldn't be an excuse to act like a jerk towards you. But, well, who am I
kidding? Like I am any better.

This game is fulfilled with consciousness about social problems, and with a perfect grasp of asocial creatures problems. And, an
extra amount of ketchup on top. Smells just like blood, and tastes even better. Neurotypical world of socially mimicking
monkeys is such a bother, right?

I was in a strange place when I went through that story; nearly forgetting myself. But the world of this game was made out of the
same chalk as my bones, so it helped to stay in touch with my personal reality. Like, created a string to hold onto for some time.
The game surely is something special.

Everthing here is right for me, everything resonated with my brainwaves. Yeah, sure, I know nothing about what creator felt and
thought about, while making this piece of art. But I like what images from the world of Charlotte mean to me. And I intend to
enjoy that game again, if I won't kill or forgett myself completely.

---
2. Connection with other parts
---

I wondered, who created that thingy thing, and wanted to know more about that person. But when The Creator showed up, I was
disappointed. Because the world of Charlotte was kinda defiled by their strange spite towards Charlotte, or whatever it was. Of
course I like pure white Charlotte more, than any strange cadaver with jerkish impulses. It is normal, don't you think so?

Also, I have my own♥♥♥♥♥♥to whine about and to reflect about, so I wanna look at something different from my own self,
and at something better than my own twisted self, at something more completed. Get inspired, or whatever. I think it is perfectly
normal too.

I would like it, if a game about The Creator was separate from the world of Charlotte, because, well, not everyone can digest
salted cucumber, mixed with milk. It is good to keep some things in different boxes, or they will smell like each other, and you
won't be able to enjoy them. I mean, the way realities crossed, was bland and distasteful. I knew that I played the game, and not
just walked through that world. So what? It was real to me, and I have my own twisted world around me, and it is not very
different from the world of Charlotte. Also, I have my own Charlotte around.

So, for these reasons, I wasn't very fond of EP3.
But EP2 is fresh, unique and perfect. I tried my best to keep my impressions about it - clean and untouched from the 3rd
chapter.
Other chapters are perfect too.

---
3. Recommend?
---

Hell yeah. It is your freaking loss if you look the other way or won't get it.. This is a very funny game with a funny story but it
gets very boring when ur on the sharks last levels. But still very fun!. i like how it all looks. but the game is pretty barren. only
one button on one of your motion controllers is used (the trigger) and controller tracking isn't used either so it's weird that
tracked motion control is the only input available. (shame i was hoping on actually feeding fish.) instead it uses the headsets
motion control to mark\/aim at things.
it runs well and i've seen worse games so i don't plan on refunding but i can't recommend it either
maybe in the future there will be more to it after a few updates.that is if they update.. Refunded. Puzzles were unimaginative
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(find five this, eight that) and required lots of running around, gameplay was clunky and doors always opened in your face. It
just wasn't that fun, and I normally like puzzle games.. Dont be fooled by the nice graphics and cool trailers it sucks thats what i
would say
the sound effects are really bad the main menu is such a just rushed through thing and
the controls are just the worst you have to hold down R and move long distances with wasd at the same time
look try it now pretending and you move so slow. press this to speed up it says but it makes no difference. i would no reccomend
this game.. Incredibly ugly arts ....
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